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THE RUHR ATTACKED IN ROUGH WEATHER

Icing clouds, which reached to a height of 20,000 feet and more,
covered most of the route when heavy and medium bombers heavily attacked

the Ruhr last night. There was also a high wind.

Typical of what the crews had to contend with is the record given

by one Lancaster captain:-

"I have never had more bumpy flying," he said. "We were riding
the tops of clouds at 20,000 feet and were thrown all over the sky. It

was like sitting on a switch-back, I found myself perspiring with the

effort to keep the aircraft on an even keel.

"Even above the thick cloud Tanks at 20,000 feet, there was a

heavy milky haze, and it wasn't until we reached that height that we

could see the stars. Below there was only the remote glow of a search-

light hopelessly trying to penetrate the clouds, and a few sporadic bursts

of flak,"

Over the Ruhr the gunfire was intense.

"As we made our bombing run," said a Stirling bomb-aimer "I could

see puff after puff of black smoke just below us, the guns keeping track'

of us as we flew on a level course. Once there was a crack below us and

I thought we had been hit. Then I realised that it was only the noise

of the bomb doors forcing their way open against the ice which had formed

on then,"

Over the target a Lancaster was thrown on its back by flak which

burst with a blinding flash, captain went down 12,000 feet and came out

below the clouds. The bomb aimer then released his bombs.

A Halifax captain said he could not tell when he had flown out of

cloud until the coating of ice on his v/indows had melted away. The weight of

the ice broke an aerial, and chunks of ice flew off the propellers. As

these hit the wings and fuselage they sounded like a succession of pistol

shots.

The raiding force dropped a great number of 4,ooo lb bombs as

well as a heavy load of incendiaries.

A considerable glow, even through very thick clouds, could be

seen from fires on the ground.


